Henry Hobson Richardson (1838 Richardson ( -1866 ) is generally considered to be the greatest American architect of the second half of the nineteenth century. He played a significant role in American architectural history, beginning with the Victorian eclecticism of the 1860s and pointing the way, by the 1880s, to Sullivan and Wright. Yet, before 1982, the literature on Richardson was surprisingly limited.
H. H. Richardson: Complete Architectural Works was the first complete catalog of Richardson's architectural designs. It covers more than 150 projects--about 85 of them built, and the rest never executed--spanning Richardson's twentyyear professional career from 1866 to 1886.
Each project is identified with name, location, and date, and the text describes the circumstances surrounding the commission including the client, the history of design and construction, and, if built, the subsequent status of the work. Most of the entries are illustrated: unbuilt projects with surviving sketches and drawiings, buildings with both contemporary and recent views. Each entry also lists selected resources, including references in print, photographs, drawings, and archival material.
As author, Jeffrey Ochsner visited all of the surviving structures and sites of many of those that have been demolished, conducted research in a wide variety of library and museum collections, consulted with scholars such as Henry-Russell Hitchcock, James F. O'Gorman, John Coolidge, and Francis R. Kowsky, wrote the text, selected the illustrations, and worked with the press. Three additional essays address Native American architecture, pattern books and periodicals, and vernacular and popular architecture. Jeffrey Ochsner's Preface discusses the multi-year process that led to the book; his Introduction summarizes the main currents of Seattle's development linking it to regional history and national and international architecture.
Appendixes include sources for further research, addresses of buildings discussed in the text, and a "who's who" type section with listings of more than 80 additional architects and firms.
Jeffrey Ochsner was responsible for conceiving the project, managing the effort to produce it (with a six-member editorial board and twentyfive writers), editing the entire book, and authoring or co-authoring seven essays as well as the Preface and Introduction. This book presents a vivid portrait of Pries as an insirational teacher at the University of Washington, who was abruptly fired in 1958 after thirty years of teaching (the basis for the dismissal, Pries's sexual orientation, was concealed at the time).
Lionel H. Pries is a comprehensive, wellillustrated biographical monograph that broadens our understanding of twentieth-century Modernism and of the history of architectural education.
As author, Jeffrey Ochsner was responsible for all aspects of this project. The furniture program, initiated and led for the first two decades by Andris ("Andy") Vanags (recently succeeded by Kimo Griggs) has received significant recognition-since 1990 projects by UW students have routinely won awards in competitions, not infrequently beating projects by professional furniture designers. This recognition is remarkable, given that the furniture is designed and built in just ten weeks by architecture students, most of whom have little or no prior experience in furniture design (and some of whom have had little previous experience with power tools and equipment).
Furniture Studio: Materials, Craft, and Architecture addresses much more than just the appearance of the student projects or just these awards. A primary aim of the book is to document the experience of students, whose learning encompasses materials and their appropriate use, discipline and craft, connections and detail, and fundamental understandings of durability, maintainability and permanence.
This book argues that the lessons of a studio focused on designing and making furniture directly address ethics and sustainability, as well as the process of translating design ideas, through the designers' own hands, into objects in the (real) world.
Furniture Studio brings to light the success of this component of design education and reveals its influence in preparing architects to address the challenges of a sustainable future.
As author, Jeffrey Ochsner was responsible for all aspects of this project.
